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Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 - 1750)

Die Kunst der Fuge : The Art of Fugue  : BWV 1080
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The Art of Fugue –The Enigmatic

Masterpiece

This short essay, it must be made clear at the outset,

will not in any detailed way expound or examine the

structure or form of The Art of Fugue, in any technical

sense. For such, the reader is likely to find several

useful books and articles of interest. For now, let us

be content with some general comments. As we now

know it, the Art (the title was not given by Bach, but

possibly by his publisher or his son-in-law) consists

of nineteen movements in its most complete form, as

follows:

4 simple fugues (two regular-subject and two inverted-

subject) each for four voices;

3 counter-fugues each for four voices;

4 compound fugues (two double fugues for four voices,

one triple for three voices and one triple for four voices);

4 canons for two voices;

3 mirror fugues (one for three voices and two for four

voices);

1 (incomplete) quadruple fugue.

Some commentators believe that the original concept

called for four examples in each set, rounded off by the

great quadruple fugue which would encapsulate and

summarise all the rest; if so then apparently there are

pieces missing – it should also be mentioned that the

first printed score of 1751 also includes a mirror fugue

arranged for harpsichord duo, and that over the years,

numerous editions have appeared, containing all or most

of the sections in varying orders.

Each section employs the same basic and quite simple

subject, in D minor. Bach therefore faced the problem

of monotony, and whilst to the casual listener the music

can still be “hard work”, interest (indeed fascination) is

maintained by the constant transformation of the subject

in quite subtle ways, both rhythmic and melodic; these

alterations vary in complexity, though in relation to the

work as a whole the tendency is definitely an uphill

gradient of simpler forms leading to more complex ones,

in something like 24 or so evolutions.

Some editions (including the first printed score and

current publications) include the four canons together;

this was the decision of the composer’s son C.P.E. Bach

who supervised the publication of the work, but evidently

contrary to his father’s intentions. Bach’s working

papers suggest a more sophisticated order, with the

canons acting as “dividers” between the groups of

fugues, reflecting their increasing complexity, thus: the

simple fugues are followed by a simple canon at the

octave; the counter-fugues by a canon at the tenth; the

multiple fugues by a canon at the twelfth, and the mirror

fugues by a “canon in augmentation and contrary

motion”.

The final movement, intended to be an immense

quadruple fugue, is incomplete – it peters out at bar

239 in the middle of what should be the third section.

While we return to this subject later, we may add here

that most commentators believe that Bach intended in

the fourth section to re-introduce the original subject

of the opening fugue, thus forming both a perfect

quadruple fugue, and a masterful summation of the

whole work

Technical note by Andrew Rose:

“This recording of the Art of Fugue presented a

couple of specific problems for the restorer. The

overall sound on these American-recorded discs was

quite 'boxy' and unnatural, a big contrast to some

London-recorded quartets of the early 1930's I'd

been working on at the same time. However, the

latter did give me a few pointers for helping to open

out the sound of this recording, and with the careful

use of specially tailored filters I was able to create

a far more realistic overall timbre. The other big

challenge in remastering this recording came from

two of the side changes. Most of the tracks on this

CD originally came from a single 78rpm side, but

where they did overlap I had to contend with the

quartet's tendency to slow down to a halt at the end

of the first side. Of course this isn't too bad if you're

listening on 78s, a side at a time, but if you're hoping

to join sides together and produce seamless musical

continuity, a number of digital tricks have to be

employed to shorten notes and speed up tempi.

Whilst this can never substitute for a recording made

at the proper speed, I hope that the joins I've produced

will be undetectable under normal listening

conditions, and thus not detract from the enjoyment

of the music.”

The original recording was made by Columbia

Records (USA), apart from the final side (Tovey’s

completion), which was recorded in London. The

set was issued in the UK in a limited edition of 1000

copies, on ten 12” Columbia discs with a special

cream and brown label. It was accompanied by a

concise but highly detailed analysis by Tovey. It

was issued in February 1936 and remained in the

catalogue for exactly 19 years.

Original catalogue and matrix nos:
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The title Fuga a 3 soggetti given by C.P.E. Bach to this

movement (in Italian rather than his father’s favoured

Latin) is evidently wrong. Even at the time, the eventual

intended form of the music was known and Bach’s

obituary referred to “a draft for a fugue that was to

contain four themes in four voices”. Could the composer’s

son have been so ignorant of this? Or was his denial of

the intended structure more deliberate? Maybe so, for

as we shall see it is not the only point on which his

contribution has been the subject of contention.

A piece of music may be called a “masterpiece” for a

number of reasons – of which enduring popularity may

or may not be relevant as a factor. The piece may be

capable of moving the hardest of hearts by the depth and

strength of its emotional or spiritual resonance; or it may

be a composition of stunning technical merit, an exemplar

of the art of music making which in such cases may also

be termed a science – an intricate technology of the

manipulation of sound.

It is into this latter category that Bach’s The Art of Fugue
may be best placed. Its sheer technical brilliance and its

perfection of form and structure lead to the first “enigma”

which has exercised the minds of musicologists for more

than two hundred years, which is this: was the work

composed with performance in mind, as one universally

expects of the aural art, or was it an academic exercise

only, to be admired on paper, as purely “cerebral music”?

What was the purpose behind this towering achievement?

Proponents of the “cerebral music” view might employ

the following arguments to support their view:

1. The work is not designed for entertainment. Its thematic

development is not of a type obvious to the ear of the

average listener, so as to be termed a set of variations;

nor do the movements form a Suite (of dances, musical

pictures, etc.) in the manner of Bach’s English Suites,

for example; nor do they even follow a cyclic pattern

(of for example key signatures) such as do the 48 Preludes
and Fugues. Instead, the work consists of a series of

demonstrations of the ways in which a fugue might be

developed from the same basic theme.

2. The work as a whole is not easy to listen to and

requires patience and repeated audition (preferably with

a score) to appreciate. There is no concession to

“tunefulness” such as may be found within even some

of Bach’s other academically-inclined works, such as

the Goldberg Variations or A Musical Offering. The

music takes the fugal form to its limits with determination,

conviction and vigour. (On the other hand it is not

suggested that given the above, the work does not provide

the listener with a rewarding experience, indeed it can

become quite absorbing).

3. There are no tempo markings or performance

indications, the music being placed on the page in pure

abstract form.

4. There is (or has been) substantial controversy over

the intended instrumentation, even over questions of

fact. Some state that the original, partial edition issued

by Bach himself was noted as being for organ or

harpsichord, though this is disputed. However, the music

was written in open score, with each voice on a separate

stave, not in keyboard notation. This confused 19th

century musicologists into claiming that this style of

Symphony (1932), chamber, vocal and piano works.

Though clearly possessing a major compositional talent,

his works have been largely overshadowed by his

literary career. Tovey bequeathed his substantial library

of scores and music books to Edinburgh University.

His criticisms and analyses of music are highly

acclaimed and many remain in print. Among these his

“Companion to the Art of Fugue”, written in 1931,

must be counted one of the most important, dealing as

it did with the most technical issues of counterpoint,

fugal construction and so on. Tovey wrote, “Fugue is

not so much a musical form as a musical texture” –

believing that fugue was more a technique of

composition than a “form” in the same sense as the

sonata or minuet/trio (for example).

Tovey’s analyses are now thought by many academics

to be faulted by his over-fondness for Germanic

classicism, and by the sheer depth of his passion, almost

fanaticism, evident in his work. The variety and number

of his researches and their conclusions is staggering

by any measure, and there is no longer universal

acceptance of his views. For example, Peter

Seivewright, pianist and music teacher, finds Tovey’s

analytical work simply wrong much of the time and

his work on Beethoven symphonies in particular,

woefully incorrect. He believes however that Tovey’s

particular importance lies in his philosophies of music,

for example his concept of “the innocent ear”, which

he articulated with great thoroughness. This is the idea

that a piece of music is the same no matter who listens

to it and when, thus rendering irrelevant the concepts

of “modernism” and “historicism”. However, as Grove
puts it, Tovey remains one of the greatest musicians

of his period, and “his essays at their best are

magnificent, the product of a broadly stocked mind of

acute sensibility and rare insight”. He died in Edinburgh

on 10 July 1940.

Roy Harris is perhaps still America’s most acclaimed

symphonist.  He was born on 12 February 1898 in

Chandler, Oklahoma. One of the most important figures

in American music, his works are inspired by nature

and American folk music; his music is characterised in

particular by tonal melodies and irregular rhythms. He

wrote his quartet transcription of the Art of Fugue in

1934 in collaboration with M.D.H. Norton. The

transcription includes only the 14 main fugues or

“Kontrapunkts”, omitting the canons and two fugues

which may or may not have been intended for inclusion

by Bach.  Harris was director of the music summer

school at Colorado College, working in partnership

with his wife Johana. By 1941 he had developed the

summer concert series into a regular music festival.

The Roth Quartet appeared as the Quartet in Residence

in 1945, when they played all of the Beethoven quartets.

By the time of his death in 1979, Harris was regarded

as a major figure in Western music.

Mary D. Herter Norton is best known as the author

and translator of many literary works including several

by Rilke. She also translated Bekker’s “The Story of

Music” and was the author of “An Introduction to String

Playing”. She was married to William Warder Norton,

with whom she founded a publishing house in 1923; it

became exceptionally successful; today W.W Norton

& Company remains a major concern with branches in

many countries.
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notation proved that the work was written for the eye

and intellect, not the ear. However, with our current

wider knowledge of the customs of the period, we know

that this is really a non-issue. Whilst archaic, even in

Bach’s day, open score notation was occasionally used

by composers, even for keyboard music. But, perhaps

more importantly, it is physically impossible for some

parts of the music of the Art (including two of the mirror

fugues) to be played by one person at one keyboard. The

uncertainty concerning Bach’s intentions have led to

numerous arrangements for diverse groups of instruments,

from small orchestras, to brass ensembles, to all sorts of

chamber groups. Mozart made an arrangement for strings.

The version we hear on this recording, for string quartet,

was written in 1934 by Roy Harris and Mary Norton. It

contains only the fourteen main fugues or “Contrapuncti”,

omitting the canons and two fugues which may or may

not have been intended by Bach for inclusion. The

expression available from the strings takes away the

potential for dryness when played on a harpsichord, and

the period style we hear here, with the use of portamento,
common to the performance style of the 20th century,

adds further interest.

5. Bach may have composed the piece for other academic

or esoteric reasons:

In June of 1746 or 1747 (depending on one’s source of

information), Bach was accepted as a member of the

Correspondence Society for the Furtherance of Musical

Science (Societät der musikalischen Wissenschaften),

which had been founded in 1738 by Bach’s pupil and

close friend Lorenz Christoph Mizler. Each of the

Society’s members (which included Telemann and

Handel – Mozart joined later) was obliged each year to

submit a scientific paper or a composition. Bach had

submitted the Canonic Variations, BWV769, in 1747

and the Musical Offering, BWV1079, in 1748. It is

believed that he intended to submit The Art of Fugue in

1749 but deteriorating health prevented him from so

doing. It is feasible therefore that the piece was intended

for this purpose (the demonstration of the philosophy

and science of music according to the Society’s ethos)

rather than actual performance. If so, it was a long task

of devotion for Bach, as he probably had started work

on the composition in 1738, or even earlier.

Bach’s music has been the subject of countless

speculations as to its “inner meaning”. Nowadays, it

seems that everyone is searching for esoteric and arcane

symbolism everywhere. If we are to believe all we read,

secret codes are embedded throughout scripture, art and

architecture, which lead the adept to universal truths or

“super-science”, through association with divine blood-

lines, sun-worship, extra-terrestrial encounters, secret

societies and so on. Mozart, of course, according to some

theorists, was murdered, not by Salieri out of envy, but

by freemasons, enraged by the disclosure of (encoded)

Masonic knowledge in the music of Die Zauberflöte.

Bach’s music, similarly, has been minutely examined

by numerologists and other esotericists for its great

message to mankind.  Mizler, whom we have mentioned,

was a student of Greek philosophy, especially the more

arcane thinking of Pythagoras, and his Society existed

to study and develop this science. It is the theory of

Hans-Eberhard Dentler, cellist and modern-day student

of philosophy, that The Art of Fugue is a musical

demonstration and exposition of Pythagorean principle.

Feri Roth (first violin) was born on 18 July 1899 at

Zvolen. He graduated from the Royal Hungarian

Academy of Music in Budapest in 1917. Founding the

Roth Quartet in 1922, he stayed with the group until

1939 when he resigned and set up a new ensemble with

former members of the Manhatten Quartet. In 1947 he

began a long association with UCLA, joining the music

department as a lecturer, and becoming Professor in

1960. During his years at UCLA the quartet’s personnel

changed often; Roth also frequently conducted larger

ensembles and engaged in all types of music from Bach

to contemporary works. His course on Bach and

Beethoven attracted thousands of students. Roth received

the Award of Merit from the National Association of

American Composers and Conductors in 1942 for

“outstanding service to American music” and was

awarded an honorary Doctorate of Music by New York

College of Music in 1949. He died on 7 May 1969.

On this recording, the second violinist is Jeno Antal,

one of the many talented musicians who played with

the Roths for a relatively short period in the 1930s. The

same is true of Ferenc Molnár (viola) who is not to

be confused with the great Hungarian playwright and

novelist of the same name.

Janos Scholz (cello) was a renowned cellist and collector

who amassed an enormous collection of photographs,

donated in batches between 1978 and 1993 to the

University of Notre Dame, Indiana, a collection which

is still famous and exhibited in museums and galleries

around the USA. He also set up a substantial collection

of cello music, left to the University of North Carolina

when he died in 1993. His music collection also includes

pieces for viola da gamba, violin, keyboard and

orchestra. A third world–famous collection is that of

early Italian drawings and etchings, many from the 16th

century including some by Michelangelo. Scholz was

also an accomplished teacher, his pupils including Yo-

Yo Ma who moved at the age of 7 with his family to

New York in order to study with Scholz. He was a

member of the Columbia University Advisory Council,

acting as consultant on art history, and from 1968 to

1993 was a Senior Fellow of the Institute of Fine Arts

of New York University.

Sir Donald Francis Tovey was born at Eton on 17

July 1875. His father had been a master at Eton College

and a church minister. From a very early age Tovey

studied piano and composition, with a special interest

in counterpoint, and was awarded a scholarship in 1894

to Balliol College, Oxford, from where he graduated

in 1898 with an honours degree in Philosophy and

Ethics. He achieved early fame as a scholar, pianist,

composer and concert organiser. He met and

corresponded with many of the major musical figures

of his day, by whom he was held in high regard. In

1901-1902 he gave a series of concerts in London,

performing several of his own works, also giving recitals

in Berlin and Vienna. He continued to tour until 1914

when he became the Reid Professor of Music at the

University of Edinburgh, holding the chair until his

death. While at the University he continued to write,

conduct research, and compose prolifically. He was

knighted in 1935. His opera “The Bride of Dionysius”

was produced in Edinburgh in 1929 and his Cello

Concerto (composed 1900) was performed and recorded

by the great Pablo Casals. He also composed a
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In support he points out that Bach named each fugue

“Contrapunctus”, after Aristotle’s “puntus contra puntus”,

evoking the notion of Opposites, a concept also used by

Kepler in his chapter on Universal Harmony in the

philosophical treatise Monochord of the World. Whilst

Dentler’s theory has aroused much interest, especially

in Italy where he lives and works, his ideas are regarded

with a fair amount of scepticism in other quarters.

Whatever the possible symbolic meaning of

“Contrapunctus” may be, the word also simply means

“counterpoint” in the more usual and mundane musical

sense – polyphonically interweaving harmonic threads.

Tovey stated unequivocally that the work was intended

for performance.

Having outlined the questions concerning Bach’s purpose

and intentions regarding The Art of Fugue (which

questions probably remain unanswered), we come to

another “enigma” concerning the work – its lack of a

conclusion. As we noted earlier, Contrapunctus 14, the

last fugue, ends in bar 239. The autograph score of this

movement carries a note in the handwriting of C.P.E.

Bach thus: “At the point where the composer introduces

the name B A C H in the countersubject to this fugue,

the composer died.”

For very many years this was accepted as truth, and it

had been thought that Bach had only commenced work

on the Art in 1749 or so, death overtaking him within a

year. However, researches in recent years seem to suggest

that Bach may have been busy with parts of the work

from as early as 1736. Certainly it is now accepted that

a “complete” though shorter edition, of which a

manuscript copy exists, was produced in 1742, eight

years before Bach’s death. This first edition may have

been a commercial failure – by that time, the fugue had

rather fallen out of fashion, and sales were so poor that

the engraving plates were destroyed. Bach continued to

revise and re-order the music, and it was this revision

process that was interrupted by his death in 1750. The

question, nevertheless, still remains: why is the final

fugue incomplete?

C.P.E. Bach, who was mainly responsible for his late

father’s affairs and who supervised the compilation and

publication of the 1751 edition, may have thought that

the romance of the composer dying in mid-bar, so to

speak, would be a good marketing tool. His assertions

now seem doubtful – if this really happened as described,

one would see in the original manuscript the writing of

the death-bed. Bear in mind that Bach had suffered

deteriorating health (and especially very poor eyesight)

in his last year of life, and his handwriting is known with

certainty to have become erratic and unclear. The

Contrapunctus 14 manuscript, however, displays, up to

the very last note, a hand both firm and robust, leading

to the conclusion that these bars were written no later

than early 1749. This has led some, including Christoph

Wolff, to claim that Bach had in fact completed the final

fugue but that it had been lost. (Other Bach compositions

are known to have disappeared.) In such a case, it could

be that the version incorporated by the composer’s son

into the published edition was an incomplete alternative
copy of the score.

It has also been suggested that the piece was left

unfinished deliberately, as some sort of academic exercise

for others to complete. While one can imagine that this

could have been done as a test, perhaps for Bach’s

fellow-members of the philosophical society, it somehow

does not have the ring of authenticity as a theory, and

the truth cannot as yet be verified. The mere existence

of the incomplete movement has, as with numerous

other unfinished works by Mozart, Schubert, Mahler,

Elgar and many others, acted as a magnet for composers

of talent (and some of none) who would finish where

Bach seems to have left off. On this disc we have the

conjectural completion of Contrapunctus 14 composed

by Sir Donald Tovey as a conjunct to his analytical

work “A Companion to the Art of Fugue” of 1931. It

is played on the piano by Tovey himself. As to the

accuracy (if such is capable of measurement) or efficacy

of this completion, we leave it to the listener and to the

experts to judge.

Whatever the “enigmas” (if indeed there are truly any),

contentions and arguments surrounding the genesis and

production of The Art of Fugue, the work remains one

of the most astonishing musical creations of all time,

the climactic pinnacle of Bach’s achievements, and the

culmination of a life’s work which produced the greatest

musical legacy the world has ever known.

Notes © 2005 Stephen Sutton

The Roth Quartet was founded by Feri Roth in Budapest

in 1922. The group enjoyed a successful début in Paris

in 1924, then set off on a tour of Europe and Africa, and

re-organised into the line-up featured on this CD in 1928.

On an invitation from Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge they

undertook their first trip to the USA, at the Pittsfield

(Massachusetts) Music Festival, following which they

toured the USA, Canada and Mexico. Soon afterwards,

because of the rise of fascism in Europe, they became

permanent US residents. They gave concerts at the

Library of Congress, and introduced many modern works

to American audiences at concerts in New York and

Washington. In 1937 the Roths joined the faculty of

Westminster Choir College, Princeton University, New

Jersey. However in 1939 the group was disbanded and

re-formed by Feri Roth.

After several more years of touring during which their

reputation was continually enhanced, the new ensemble

settled in Los Angeles and were appointed as the

Chancellor’s String Quartet in Residence at UCLA. The

Roths appeared at the Buffalo Chamber Music Society

for most of the years 1929-1940, the current line-up

appearing between 1934 and 1938. Among their very

numerous engagements, they also played for the

Community Arts Association of Santa Barbara,

California, in 1930.

The Quartet championed modern music and gave the

first performance of many works. Outside university

campuses, they continued to tour throughout the USA

and Canada and also visited the UK. In 1969 the group

was contracted to give a complete Beethoven quartet

cycle, but the tour had to be cancelled owing to Feri

Roth’s death.

The Roth Quartet recorded 35 albums for Columbia

Records (USA) and 5 for the Society for Forgotten

Masterpieces. In their recorded legacy, this recording

of the Harris/Norton transcription of The Art of Fugue
has been described as “especially important”.








